Dear IJLA Readers,

22 research papers about various fields including teaching Turkish to foreigners; English and German language teaching; historical Turkish literature; Turkish folk literature and modern Turkish literature; Old Turkic and Turkish dialects; linguistics, and testing and evaluation; language studies in Arabic, Albanian and Georgian languages and Romania in old travel books have been collected.

Research area concerning language has become richer thanks to the studies regarding traditional philology, linguistics and research studies on teaching languages in 20th century, and it has becoming even richer through the latest theoretical and applied studies. As International Journal of Language Academy, we presented subject areas in language in this broad perspective in the 27th volume.

I would like to thank my colleagues who have contributed to the journal with their articles, and Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ahmet AKKAYA and Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ömer Tuğrul KARA who honored me with the title of guest editorship and who have made IJLA one of the most important journals of our academic life.
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Editor